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DATA REQUEST NO. 028:

Describe with specificity which of BDI’s tariffs (including specific tariff page and provision) would apply to OCC Rejects service to PCA. If BDI submitted a new or revised tariff for services relating to PCA’s OCC Rejects since December 1, 2020, describe with specificity when BDI submitted the new tariff and why.

RESPONSE:

Basin Disposal did not submit a new or revised tariff item for services related to PCA, although it intended to do so once it had collected sufficient data to support a new tariff item. Basin Disposal was ultimately unable to collect sufficient data to support a rate filing because Jammie’s Environmental commenced illegally hauling OCC Rejects from PCA’s facility and deprived Basin Disposal of the opportunity to collect data related to the haul from PCA.

Basin applied Tariff No. 94 to all charges to PCA.

For specific charges, Basin Disposal applied Original Page 36-A, Item 260 to the drop box service requested by PCA and Original Page 37-A, Item 270 to compacted materials, Revised Page 30, Item 230, for disposal fees, as well as any applicable accessorial charges and surcharges set forth in Supplement No. 5.

Basin also proposed to provide alternative service via belt-trailers that would have fallen under the time rates set forth on Original Page No. 25, Item 160.